Ford truck 5 speed manual transmission

The F's five-speed transmission only came with trucks equipped with the 4. The Ford Motor
Company developed a partnership with the Japan-based Mazda Motor Corporation in the late s
and collaborated extensively in developing the compact Ford Courier pickup, which was a
rebadged Mazda B-Series truck. In addition to the truck, Mazda provided mechanical
components, including engines and transmissions, to Ford. In , Ford acquired a percent stake in
Mazda. The partnership was particularly beneficial to Ford during the fuel shortages of the s and
a downturn in the economy in the early s. Mazda provided efficient, durable components that
kept costs down. During the s, Ford relied heavily on a transmission produced not by Mazda,
but the Michigan-based Borg-Warner Company. The Borg-Warner T four-speed manual
transmission was a heavy-duty cast-iron gearbox available for two- and four-wheel drive Fs. The
designation stood for Manual, Five-Speed with Overdrive. R2 designated the transmission for
heavy lifting compared to the lighter R1 model. The Borg-Warner T, which Ford used in its
trucks since , remained in Ford's transmission lineup until These two engines were the smallest
of the F lineups, which had also had the 5. The 4. The F 4. The 5-liter V-8, which developed
horsepower, derived from the original cubic-inch V-8s that originally powered the
first-generation Mustangs. The M5OD-R2 featured an extension housing, shift cover, integral
bell housing and aluminum case. It was not much different from the M5OD-R1s, but it was
slightly larger and had the shift lever mounted in the middle of the shift cover. Mazda produced
the fully synchronized transmission for two- and four-wheel drive Fs. When the 4. The Mazda
transmission had a 3. In contrast, the four-speed T had a 6. Rob Wagner is a journalist with over
35 years experience reporting and editing for newspapers and magazines. His experience
ranges from legal affairs reporting to covering the Middle East. Midwest Transmission Center
can provide ZF-S Transmission rebuilt units as well as parts and free technical assistance with
your own transmission repairs. Ford starting using the ZF-S in to utilized the SM was utilized
between to , this transmission is rated for lb-ft. The particular unit came in 2 different ratios
wide and close ratio variations. The close ratio edition is utilized in F-Series trucks using a 7.
This transmission features an lightweight aluminum case having an integral bell housing. The
ZF transmission used with the 7. Rebuilt Manual ZF-S Transmission can be purchased from
Midwest Transmission Center, we can easily also provide rebuild overhaul kits and hard-parts,
inquire about our great take out parts , used let us help save you some money! Five of the
extremely common problems in ZF-S manual transmission failures tend to be :. You should also
examine the bearing between your input and main shaft. Rough and excessive wear on the rear
bearing on the output shaft. Noise can even be caused by substantial use of needle bearings
under main-shaft gears. Hard to get to get into gear ZF-S 1st, 2nd and reverse might be
attributed to failing clutch. Grinding going into gear ZF-S Syncro ring or slider wear, excessive
bearing wear allowing shafts to move away from design boundaries. An additional common
problem is excessively worn shift housing or shifter, each of which can replace by
re-manufactured components by Midwest Transmission Center. Popping out of gear ZF-S May
be brought on by worn syncro slider and or perhaps shift lever maladjusted. Worn input bearing
as well as shift shaft. Will not shift through gear to gear ZF-S This issue may be brought on by
the examples below : Shift fork pads missing or with abnormal wear, damaged fork or slider
grooved. At the very first sign of vibration we suggest that you have the driveline high-speed
balanced. Malfunction of your dual mass flywheel can also crack the actual bell housing portion
of the case. This is an example of a widget area that you can place text to describe a product or
service. You can also use other WordPress widgets such as recent posts, recent comments, a
tag cloud or more. About Contact Us Blog Cart 0. Midwest Transmission Center, Inc. Toll Free
Free Technical Support. Ford 5 Spd Man. Footer 4 Widget This is an example of a widget area
that you can place text to describe a product or service. All Rights Reserved. Designed and
Managed by: Webbing Soul. See the complete line of products that we offer at To speak to a
Drive Train Expert or to place an order call toll free ! Our factory rebuilt re-manufactured
transmissions are dyno tested before leaving the factory, ensuring the highest quality. Use our
online shopping cart, just double click the part number and see additional information, add to
cart or proceed to check out. If you need more information or cannot find the parts you need
give us a call toll free , if you would like to save money, ask about our good take out parts GTO ,
they are inspected and guaranteed. We offer a no hassle 12 month warranty, performance
guaranteed. You can find the identification tag on the left side of the transmission case.
Supplying this tag information when ordering a replacement transmission or transmission parts
is important. The ZF S was used by Ford starting in Select this link to see what models that
used this 5 Speed transmission. For common problems for the ZFS see video. Below we provide
a ZF S parts illustrations 2 pages to assist you with correct identification of the parts you need.
Select the parts you require from the following list and give us a call. One of the most common
problems is rough bearing failure noise coming from the front of the transmission clutch area.

This is generally caused by pilot bearing failure that generally damages the input shaft, see our
repair kit. If you need more information or cannot find the parts you need give us a call. If you
would like to save money, ask about our good take out parts GTO , they are inspected and
guaranteed. Midwest Transmission can Cryogenic Treat any shaft or gear. Call for a quote. This
is an example of a widget area that you can place text to describe a product or service. You can
also use other WordPress widgets such as recent posts, recent comments, a tag cloud or more.
About Contact Us Blog Cart 0. Midwest Transmission Center, Inc. Toll Free Free Technical
Support. Applications F-Series Truck 4. Footer 4 Widget This is an example of a widget area that
you can place text to describe a product or service. All Rights Reserved. Designed and
Managed by: Webbing Soul. Need Stronger Parts? Close Ratio:. This photo shows the
difference between the T and T The above picture shows the difference between the T and T
manual transmissions. The T has a PTO port on the passenger side of the case. The T has two
PTO covers â€” one on each side. Tremec T 4-Speed. Ford Truck Manual Transmissions. Case
casting number is Synchronized in 2nd,3rd, and 4th, with 1st and reverse non-synchronized.
Available in 2 and 4wd drive versions. Care should be used when ordering parts to make
positive ID of unit. Found in Dodge trucks, Ford pickup trucks and stripped chassis, to 72 GM
trucks, and International Harvester and Navistar trucks from Easily confused with T18, but the
T19 is synchronized in all forward speeds. The T19 has a single step reverse idler gear while the
T18 has a 2 step reverse idler. Available in 2 and 4 WD models. Synchronized in all forward
gears, with top loaded cast iron case. Used in Ford light duty pickups and vans. Similar in
appearance to the Ford top loader transmission but has overdrive 4th gear. Three shift rails
mounted to the left side of case. This unit was produced for cars also but with lighter duty
bearings and gear train. Produced in 2 and 4 wheel drive versions. Has an aluminum case with
shifter turret mounted on extension housing. Synchronized in all forward speeds with 4th being
overdrive. Used in Ford light duty pickup trucks There is also a passenger car version of this
unit with lighter duty bearings and gear ratios. Aluminum case and shift tower. Found in Ford F
light duty trucks from , also known as a TOD top shift overdrive Produced in 2 and 4 wheel drive
versions. F Up M5R2 Mazda built 5 speed fully synchronized transmission found in to present
Ford F series trucks and full size Broncos. Aluminum case, extension housing, and shift cover,
with integral bell housing. Very similar in design to M5R1, but larger with shift lever located in
center of shift cover. Available in 2 and 4WD versions. In case is changed to accommodate
modular motor 4. In the case was changed for 4. The case is very similar to earlier style units
with case length shorter on 4. The bell housing is integral to the case. Shifter is mounted to
small shift cover on top of unit. Built in 2 and 4WD versions. The Super duty model has a
mechanical park brake assembly mounted to the extension housing. The S is found behind , , , ,
and diesel power plants. Great care should be taken to properly identify the unit you are
working on as both the S and S appear to be the same and with the great variety of ratios
available, it is easy to order the wrong parts. Both units have PTO covers on each side of case.
On the left side of the case is mounted and ID tag, which gives the Ford Part number, the ZF
part number and the unit serial number. All gears are synchronized. This unit has an aluminum
case with integral bell housing, a center support, and rear case. This unit is built in both 2 and
4WD versions. The S is found behind diesel engines of and up Ford Super duty and stripped
chassis up to a gross combined weight of 26, lbs. The unit weighs in at lbs. A unique feature of
this unit is an internal oil pump driven off the front of the countershaft that circul
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ates the lube to a trans cooler. An easy way to identify this unit is by the cooling lines mounted
to the case as found in automatic transmissions. Id tags are mounted on the left side of the
main case. Top loaded heavy-duty 4-speed transmission with cast iron case and shift cover.
Used in Ford trucks Top loaded heavy-duty 4-speed transmission with cast iron case and
extension housing and aluminum shift tower. Top loaded 4 speed with 4th being overdrive.
Mazda built 5 speed fully synchronized transmission found in to present Ford F series trucks
and full size Broncos. F, F30, F, and Super Duty. The S Heavy duty 5 speed fully synchronized
transmission with aluminum case and extension housing. The S unit is used behind the same
engines from to present. An extremely heavy-duty unit with 6 forward speed. NP Ratio: 1st.
Close Ratio: 1st. ZF S Close Ratio â€” 7. New Process 4-Speed. New Process Mazda M5R2
5-Speed. M5R2 5-Speed. Borg Warner T Borg Warner T 4-Speed. ZF S 5-Speed. ZF S 6-Speed.

